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I. INTRODUCTION

I
N most industrialized countries, stroke remains the third most common cause of death and many patients surviving a stroke experience permanent disabilities, often resulting in Manuscript received October 28, 1997; revised September 28, 1998 . This work was supported by the Danish Technical and Medical Research Councils. The Associate Editor responsible for coordinating the review of this paper and recommending its publication was M. Insana. Asterisk indicates corresponding author.
inability to work or even the need for help to meet daily tasks. Twenty to thirty percent of strokes are believed to be caused by emboli arising from atherosclerotic carotid artery plaques, and recent studies have shown that the risk of stroke is reduced by more than 50% by surgical removal (endarterectomy) of plaques that caused a diameter reduction of more than 70% [9] , [30] assessed by angiography. However, not all carotid plaques are necessarily harmful and as carotid endarterectomy carries a considerable risk for the patient, optimized selection of patients for operation is crucial.
So far, ultrasound Doppler examination has become well established for assessment of the lumen reduction caused by the carotid plaque [12] , [26] , [28] , and the method has in some institutions supplanted arteriography even when carotid endarterectomy is planned. [16] However, during the last decade an increasing number of reports have indicated that Bmode ultrasound images of the carotid plaque reveal features (echogenicity and structure) related to the presence of brain infarcts on computed tomography images [17] and to the risk of developing new neurological symptoms [2] , [6] , [20] , [22] , [25] , [32] , [38] . In other studies, where carotid endarterectomy was involved, the intensity of the reflected signals has been related directly to the amount of calcification and inversely to the amount of soft materials (lipids and hemorrhage) [8] , [13] , [31] . In addition, plaques with a heterogeneous appearance on the ultrasound image (i.e., echogenic areas mixed with anechoic areas) contain more calcification compared to homogeneous plaques [8] , [18] . With few exceptions, this work has been performed using subjective visual classification of the ultrasound images.
To obtain a more objective approach, El-Barghouty et al. [10] calculated the echogenicity associated with carotid plaques and found that those with a low median gray-scale value were associated with cerebral infarctions identified on computed tomography images much more commonly as compared to those with a high median gray-scale value. Later, El-Barghouty et al. [11] found a direct correlation between median echogenicity of carotid plaques and content of fibrous tissues and an inverse correlation to content of soft materials.
Quantitative image analysis has previously been applied to echocardiographic images, [7] , [39] ultrasound images of the breast [14] , [15] and to ultrasound images of liver [4] , [24] , [29] , [36] , [40] . In the latter investigations, a large number of features has been calculated from regions located inside liver 0278-0062/98$10.00 © 1998 IEEE tissue on B-mode images. By means of different calculation schemes, these features have then been used to classify each organ into a few classes (normal tissue and different classes of diseased tissue). Not all of these investigations involved model design based on a subset of the available data (training set) followed by performance analysis of this model based on the remaining data (test set). When analyzing multiple features, this can be an important tool in reducing-but not eliminating-the risk of finding accidental correlation between a given feature and the available data, since the test error is an unbiased performance measure [3] .
In the present study, statistical features were calculated from carotid plaque regions in digitized video ultrasound B-mode images. It was investigated, to which extent these features correlated with subjective visual classification of the plaque appearance, as evaluated by the ultrasonographer during scanning and how well the features correlated to the histological composition of the plaque specimen.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Subjects and Clinical Recording Procedure
A schematic outline of the investigation is given in Fig. 1 . Fifty-two patients were selected randomly out of 119 consecutive patients that had experienced ipsilateral neurological symptoms. The patients underwent prophylactic carotid endarterectomy 2.7 2.8 (mean SD) days after ultrasound examination. All patients gave informed consent and the study protocol was approved by the medical ethics committee for Copenhagen and Frederiksberg counties (#KF 01-375/94).
Preoperatively the stenotic carotid artery was evaluated with high resolution B-mode, color flow mapping (CFM) and spectral Doppler ultrasonography. In each patient, representative scan-sequences were recorded in the lateral, anterior and cross-sectional planes with and without color Doppler on video tape for later analysis. The three planes recorded are denoted and , respectively. Effort was made to ensure that the cross-sectional plane was at the location of maximal stenosis. The atherosclerotic lesion (plaque) in the carotid artery was classified on-line by a single experienced investigator (MLG) using the following characteristics: plaque echogenicity was either strong (echogenic), intermediate, or weak (anechoic) relative to the intima-media complex of the far carotid wall; plaque structure was described as homogeneous or heterogeneous [8] , [37] . Using generally accepted Doppler criteria [26] the degree of stenosis was also estimated. The mean degree of stenosis was 79% (range 50-95%).
Reviewing the videotapes, B-mode images from the three different scan planes of each carotid artery were digitized and stored in a computer for further analysis. Selection was done, such that plaque contour/border, area, and contrast were optimized, subjectively judged. For each image, outline(s) of plaque region(s) were drawn by the same investigator (MLG) who had previously done the ultrasound examination. This investigator was unaware of the results of the histological analysis and the feature extraction. The outline was drawn on the B-mode image under visual support by the corresponding CFM image to best identify the border of the plaque. In cases with acoustic shadow, a possible part of the plaque in the shadow region-which typically would be black-was not included. Fig. 2(a) provides an example of such outlines while Fig. 2(b) shows the corresponding surgically removed plaque.
B. Ultrasound System and Digitalization Equipment
A diagnostic ultrasound scanner (RX 400, Interspec, ATL, Bothell, WA, USA) with a 128-element 5-to 10-MHz linear array transducer was used for the clinical recordings. Transmit focus of the scanner was always set to the depth considered. Image sequences were transferred to a super VHS video recorder (type AG-7350, Panasonic). Still images were later digitized (with gray levels) with a frame grabber (Targa 2000-E, Truevision Inc., Indianapolis, IN) and captured with image processing software (Image Pro v1.2.01, Media Cybernetics, Silver spring, MD). The vertical and horizontal width of the point-spread function (psf), was estimated with a string phantom and found to be and at a depth of 2 and 3 cm, respectively. One wavelength is equal to 0.2 mm ( 2 pixels) at 7.5 MHz assuming the speed of sound to be 1540 m/s.
The image degradation due to the video recorder was investigated by considering a point-like character on the scanner Fig. 2. (a) Typical B-mode image of an atherosclerotic carotid artery with plaque regions outlined. This particular plaque was characterized as anechoic and homogeneous. The upper left rectangular region was used to study the mean gray level in the muscle tissue (Fig. 3) . The rectangular region in the lumen was used for calibration purposes. (b) The formalin fixed plaque specimen after surgical removal. The picture shows the opened plaque from the proximal common carotid artery (right) to the distal internal carotid artery (left). The plaque is approximately aligned with the ultrasound image. The length is 32 mm.
screen. Images digitized directly and after storage on the video recorder were compared, and the video recorder was found to introduce-for a given pixel-a root-mean-square (rms) error on the gray-level value of approximately five gray levels. This was partly due to noise, partly because the output image from the video recorder was lowpass filtered in the horizontal direction. The smearing due to the latter was low, compared to the horizontal extent of the psf.
C. Histological Analysis of Removed Plaque
The carotid plaques were removed during surgery and fixed in 4% formalin. After measuring the length of the entire specimen, transverse blocks of length 2-3 mm were cut. The external carotid was discarded. After processing the blocks in paraffin, microtome slices (of 4 m thickness) were cut from each block and stained with haematoxylin, eosin and Verhoeff. Histological analysis was performed by an experienced pathologist (BW) using a microscope connected to a computer running an image analysis program. From the microscopic image of each stained slice, the regions of soft materials (lipids, haemorrhage, and thrombus), fibrous tissues and calcification were identified subjectively by the pathologist and the area calculated. By assuming a constant interblock distance, the relative volume of each component, e.g., was finally calculated. Thus,
D. Scan Plane Statistics
To decide whether all three scan planes should be used in the subsequent analysis, the following parameters were considered for all scan planes: 1) plaque depth, which preferably should be as low as possible to minimize the distortion of the intervening tissue layer between transducer and plaque; 2) plaque area, which preferably should be as large as possible to represent as much plaque as possible; 3) mean plaque extent in the horizontal and vertical image directions, which should be as large as possible to have as many co-occurrences as possible for generation of second-order image features.
The mean values and standard deviations of these parameters are shown in Table I . To investigate if these values were associated with a statistically significant difference between scan planes, -values were calculated between scan plane 1 and 2 as well as between scan plane 1 and 3. The -values were calculated with Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test. The null hypothesis is that the difference between the members of each pair has median value zero. The four parameters in Table I characterize the plaque regions in the ultrasound images. If either scan plane two or three was associated with parameters much worse than scan plane one, it could be expected that this scan plane would add less information to the subsequent image analysis than the other scan planes. Table I indicates that when all four parameters are considered together, neither scan plane two nor three has systematically inferior parameters than scan plane one.
E. Image Calibration
The gain level of the ultrasound scanner was adjusted for each patient so that echoes just began to appear in the blood lumen in the image of the lateral scan plane. This was necessary since the intervening tissue layer and its orientation were different from patient to patient. Nevertheless, inconsistency in overall gray level might be a potential problem as also pointed out by Kadah et al. [24] . A possible solution would be to find a region or a characteristic in the B-mode image that can be considered to have a common behavior.
In the present investigation a rectangular box was placed near the plaque in the unaffected lumen of the artery on the ultrasound image, as illustrated in Fig. 2 (a). The mean gray level of the blood region is due to scattering from blood in the main lobe, electrical noise and various echoes produced by sidelobes and grating lobes. It was verified that increasing the gain resulted in an approximately linear increase in mean gray level of this box over the range of gains used. Thus, the mean level of the blood region depended on variations in gain setting from patient to patient (e.g., too high adjustment of the gain with a given attenuation of the intervening tissue layer between transducer and plaque). As a simple attempt to improve the consistency in overall gray level between patients, each image was calibrated by subtracting the mean gray level of the blood region from that image and setting possible negative values in the resulting image to zero (it was assumed that any gray level below that of the mean blood level could be considered noise).
F. Feature Extraction from Plaque Regions
The information in the plaque region(s) of each B-mode image was reduced to a number of scalars by means of extraction of first-and second-order texture statistics. As seen in Fig. 2(a) , the plaque regions were highly irregular. Each plaque region was referred to as a matrix , where a subgroup of all the elements, , corresponds to "plaque pixels" and the rest were excluded from further analysis. The normalized feature value from a given plaque, and a given plane, is identified by the symbol where is the feature number.
Sixteen first-order gray-level features were calculated from the normalized gray-level histogram. Specifically, if is the number of image pixels with gray level , such that , then the normalized histogram, , is the empirical probability density function for single pixels. An overview of the first-order features is given in the Appendix. When more than one plaque region was identified in the image, was calculated for each region and then added, and the result normalized, before further analysis.
Seven second-order features were calculated based on the gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) [5] , [29] . This basis for calculating second-order features has previously been used in attempts to classify tissue from ultrasound images [4] , [5] , [24] , [29] , [36] , [39] , [40] . The GLCM is a measure of the co-occurrences in the image and is calculated for a given displacement vector, . A given cell in the GLCM, , indicates how many pairs of two pixels, separated by the displacement vector , that have the gray levels and , respectively. An overview of the second-order features are given in the Appendix. When a given B-mode image contained more than one plaque region, the GLCM's for the different regions were added to yield one single GLCM per B-mode image. The GLCM is normalized, so that each element is an estimate of empirical probability.
As described above, the GLCM is calculated based on two parameters. The angle was restricted to 0 (horizontal direction, left to right in the image) and 90 (vertical direction (i.e., along the ultrasound beam), from top to bottom in the image). For each of these angles, the lower bound on the step size is dictated by the extent of the psf, as found in Section II-B. The upper bound is dictated by the desire to obtain a reasonably high number of pairs in the GLCM (see Table I , columns four and five). These considerations lead to the following values for : (7, 0 ), (10, 0 ), (15, 0 ), (20, 0 ), (30, 0 ), (5, 90 ), (8, 90 ) and (12, 90 ) . Note that . In the subsequent analysis, the features obtained from each of the three scan planes were averaged, if not explicitly stated otherwise.
G. Statistical Model for Evaluation of Performance
Features extracted from the plaque regions in the B-mode images were correlated to the visual classification as well as to the histological results using the linear model [23] , . To facilitate comparisons between the performance of different features, each feature vector was offset and normalized so that it ranged from zero to unity. The histological results, e.g., , were also in the interval zero to unity. The analysis of correlation between image features and visual classification was done exactly the same way for echogenicity and structure (identified by subscripts and , respectively) and, therefore, only echogenicity is considered below. The visual classification of echogenicity-denoted for plaque -was given in three classes by the independent variable and the feature values were specified by the dependent variable, for feature . Specifically, when the number of classes were would be a matrix of height and width where each row of contains zeros, except at the column which is identical to the class where the value was unity for otherwise. , is a maximum-likelihood estimate, provided follows a normal distribution. The residue is:
Likewise
. Provided follows a normal distribution, the -value is found as well [23] . The null hypothesis is that the regression parameter is zero (slope of regression line is zero), or that there is no correlation between and . Finally, a measure of the mean error calculated over all observations (plaques) is:
. Note that using absolute values instead of squared values, when calculating and provides a more robust estimate of the error [35] .
All features were tested to evaluate their ability to predict the visual classification and the histological results by applying the following two-step procedure.
1) First and second-order features were calculated for the entire data set ( 52 plaques) and correlated to both the visual classification and to the histological results. Then features fulfilling a given set of requirements-to be stated in Section III-were extracted.
2) The hypothesis that these "significant" features could be used for prediction was then tested by splitting the data set into a training set (80%) and a test set (20%). The analysis of the training set provided the regression parameters, , and the test set could then be used to evaluate the performance. Different training and test sets were extracted times from the entire data set by means of resampling. It was verified that the results did not change with a larger number of re-samplings of the training and test sets. If takes the value of one of the error measures or calculated for the plaques in the test set for a given feature at resampling , then the mean test error for this feature A measure similar to (3) is defined for the training set.
III. RESULTS
A. Mean Gray-Level Variation over Patients
The mean gray level inside the blood, muscle and plaque regions shown in Fig. 2 is plotted in Fig. 3 . The mean gray level of the blood region only showed minor fluctuation (with a few distinct outliers), when compared to the mean gray level in the muscle region and plaque regions. For all three scan planes, the mean gray level of the blood region was 40 2. Table II lists the features where the mean classification error evaluated for all patients were below and for echogenicity (three classes) and structure (two classes), respectively. Examples of the classification frequencies within the training and test sets for echogenicity and plaque structure are provided in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively.
B. Correlation Between Visual Classification and Image Features
In both cases it is seen that performance within the training set is quite close to performance within the test set. For classification of echogenicity, the test set revealed that and the agreement was 60%. For classification of structure, the test set revealed that and agreement was 70%. A in the interval [0.21; 0.40] and [0.41; 0.60] is normally associated with fair and moderate strength of agreement, respectively [1] .
It should be expected that the more data there is available, the better the prediction performance will be. Therefore, the feature used to produce Fig. 4 was studied in more detail. Specifically, in Fig. 6 , the mean classification error is plotted as a function of different combinations of scan planes. It is seen, that-on average-the error decreases with increasing number of scan planes. 
C. Agreement Between Image Features and Histology
1) Plaque Contents Statistics:
The mean and standard deviation of the histological results are given in Table III. Compared to fibrous tissues, calcified materials exhibit increasing echogenicity and increasing dependence on insonification angle [34] . They are, therefore, potentially distinguishable from each other, but because the relative volume of fibrous tissues for a given plaque is , only will be considered in addition to There was no statistical significant correlation between and or .
2) Correlation Between Soft Materials Content and Mean Echogenicity:
As the main constituents of the plaque were soft materials and fibrous tissues, and these have different backscattering characteristics, the analysis is commenced by a comparison between relative volumetric content of soft materials and mean echogenicity of the plaque regions. The result, when all three scan planes were considered together, is shown in Fig. 7 , while Table IV lists -values and correlation coefficients, when the planes were considered individually and combined.
3) Overall Correlation Between Image Features and Histology:
When testing all features, a feature was considered significant if it fulfilled the condition: and (with this low -value, only a few of the "best" features were extracted). Based on this, significant features were found for estimation of (with and without calcified plaques removed from the analysis), but not for estimation of The features are identified in Table V . Notice the small difference obtained when calcified plaques are removed. The result for the feature associated with the smallest mean test error is When the entire data set was analyzed (52 plaques), the correlation coefficient became r =-0.50. When the right most data point was removed from the set (i.e., the one with a feature value of unity), the correlation coefficient became r =-0.38.
shown in Fig. 8 . No Bonferroni correction was applied to the -values of Table V , thus, the -values can only be used for ranking the features.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Correlation Between Image Features and Visual Classification
These results featured the best correlation, however, a number of reasons could be responsible for the fact that the agreement was not higher. The visually estimated class gives an overall impression of the appearance of the entire plaque when imaged in real time with at least three different scan planes. The class estimated by feature extraction was based on only three still images per patient. Although intended to, these may not be fully representative of the entire plaque. On the other hand, it is clear from Fig. 6 , that the more planes that were used in the analysis, the smaller the classification error.
For classification of echogenicity, the agreement is only fair. One of the reasons for that is the definition of classes: plaques that created an acoustic shadow were mainly classified by the ultrasonographer as echogenic. However, such a plaque is not necessarily (uniformly) echogenic. Taken into consideration that 27% of the plaques had shadows, this could be one of the main explanations. Careful investigation of the mean gray level of the plaques that were classified as echogenic showed a bimodal histogram.
The features listed in Table II can be physically related to the characteristics that were to be predicted: echogenicity is closely related to the Median gray level ( ) of the regions and to Percentiles ( ) of the histograms of the regions. With respect to structure, the two first-order-features are the same as for echogenicity, and one explanation for this unexpected result is that the more heterogeneous the plaque region appears, the higher the overall gray level (analyzing the relation between the two groups showed that while most anechoic plaques were classified by the operator as homogeneous, many echogenic plaques were classified as heterogeneous). On the other hand, the three second-order features are all measures of the degree of homogeneity of the image [e.g., the more heterogeneous the lower the value of Correlation ( )]. Note, though, that especially for prediction of the structure, the best performing feature will depend on the human observer's perception of homogeneous and heterogeneous structures.
In a similar study [27] , 47 high-quality images were recorded from ten patients and analyzed with four firstorder and two second-order features. Only Mean gray level ( ) and Entropy ( ) distinguished between the classes in echogenicity and structure, respectively. In our study, Mean gray level ( ) performed well with respect to echogenicity while Entropy ( ) did not appear well suited with respect to structure. One of the major differences in methodology was that the visual classification apparently was done from the still images in their study (as compared to visual classification during examination in our study), which might in part explain their better results.
B. Correlation Between Image Features and Histology
When using all the plaques for prediction of soft materials, statistically significant correlation was found for a few features, but the training and test errors were much too high for the method to be used in prediction of relative volumetric content in individual plaques.
approximately followed a normal distribution, so that the linear regression provided a maximum likelihood estimate. Unfortunately, the variation in the signal, , that was to be predicted-as revealed by the standard deviations in Table III-was close to the test error as revealed from  Table V .
When the number of scan planes was varied, as done in Table IV , the picture was not as clear as in Fig. 6 . This suggests that the results are less reliable compared to those for visual classification. The same tendency was found for the investigation in Section III-C3 (details not presented).
The features in Table V for overall correlation have a straight-forward physical interpretation: The higher the relative volume of soft materials, the lower the echogenicity, the Percentiles ( ) and the Contrast ( ). Table V also reveals that the performance does not get better when plaques with a high relative volume of calcification were removed. This was unexpected, and is another indication that the content of information in the ultrasound images at present appears insufficient for prediction of relative material volume.
The training and test set method was introduced to try to avoid fitting the data when analyzing a large number of features and to be immune to a situation where a few data points have main influence on the results. It is seen that the performances of the training and test sets are very close, indicating that the size of the data set is large enough to provide stable estimates for the given model.
Another study [11] has reported on correlation between content of soft materials and mean gray level in the plaque regions. A comparison between this study and the present is given in Table VI . Both studies yielded a statistical significant correlation. When furthermore comparing the scatter plot in Fig. 7 with the corresponding plot in their work, it can be observed that the correlation was comparable.
C. Limiting Factors
An overview of the most important limiting factors is provided in Table VII , and elaborated on below.
1) Pulse-echo ultrasound is limited by geometrical effects and diffraction effects: A given plaque element will yield different echo signals depending on its location and orientation relative to the transducer. This variation can be dramatic for fibrous tissues and especially calcified tissues [34] . As the orientation is unknown for the 3D plaques studied here [e.g., Fig. 2(b) ], this effect is likely to introduce a large unknown modulation of the echo signal, which will behave as noise in the analysis presented here. A possible method that can reduce the angle-dependence is spatial compound imaging [21] . Finally, the echo signal is changed by the intervening tissue layer between transducer and plaque and this change is spatially varying. All these effects are likely to give low performance in reproducibility studies for the same patient. 2) The intervening tissue layer in the ultrasound path will be different from patient to patient and thus the absolute level of backscattered energy from the plaque will feature an inter-patient variation. The approach used in the present study to compensate for this variation has a number of drawbacks of which the most important could be the contribution of signals from sidelobes and grating lobes to the mean gray level of the rectangular "blood" region in the image. The most obvious solution to this problem is to apply stationary echo-cancelling to the raw signal from blood [33] . To assess the impact of the present calibration technique on the results of this study, it was found that removing the calibration only yielded slightly poorer performance. To further address the problem of different overall gray-level values, the value of each feature due to a linear operation on the original image is tabulated in the Appendix. It can be observed, that except for Correlation ( ), all the features identified as significant in this study are susceptible to a linear transformation of the original image. 3) For anechoic regions in the plaque, the echo signal might be dominated by noise or echoes from the sidelobes and grating lobes of the ultrasound transducer. Furthermore, acoustic shadowing (e.g., cause by calcification) may cause part of the plaque to be "invisible" and, therefore, not included in the outline. 4) The ultrasonic information was only obtained from three perpendicular planes through the plaque and not the entire 3D plaque structure which is analyzed histologically. The associated error depends on the degree of spatial variation in materials inside the plaque. 5) There are several levels of information loss in the signal processing: The received echo signal is amplified, digitized, envelope detected and logarithmically compressed. These data are then used in a scan conversion algorithm to calculate the gray-level image which is finally "optimized" to provide the most "pleasant-looking" image on the screen. The image is next converted to an analog video signal. In this study, the image is furthermore stored on a video recorder before it is digitized (again) by a frame grabber. The noise due to the video recorder is believed to play a minor-but not negligible-role, because the rms error was about five gray levels compared to the mean (over patients) of the Standard deviation ( ) of the gray level of the pixels of the plaque region(s) which was 12 and because feature calculation involved integration over the entire plaque region. 6) There could be an uncertainty in location of outline of plaque region(s), because it can be very difficult to distinguish between plaque and other structures such as healthy arterial wall or blood. For instance, if blood was included, then the apparent amount of anechoic material would increase. CFM was used as a guidance in placing the outline, but the colored area in a CFM image-especially for regions of slow flow-is very susceptible to scanner setting (gain and highpass filter cutoff). A reproducibility study [19] has been made on a larger set of images, from the lateral scan plane only. Specifically, the outlines on 58 lateral images were redrawn about 3-6 mo. later by the same investigator. The mean bias between the two independent determinations of gray scale median values was 0.4. The coefficient of variation for this measure was 5.5%. This suggests that the outline location is fairly reproducible, even though gray scale median probably is the feature least sensitive to the exact location of outline. 7) The histological analysis, which is used as a "golden standard," has limitations as well: The plaque is "only" sampled (cross-sectionally) every 2-3 mm and the results are interpreted subjectively by a human observer. A reproducibility study [19] was made for the histological analysis as well. The mean bias for a repeated analysis by the same pathologist of ten plaques were 0.6% and 1.1% for lipid and fibrous tissues, respectively. The corresponding coefficients of variations for these measures were 3.5% and 2.2%, respectively. 8) One of the problems with the subjective human interpretation is that histological separation between area of e.g., calcification and lipid may be difficult since calcification may be present within a region with lipid. Also, the tissue class, "fibrous tissues" may have smaller or larger amounts of soft material components interpositioned between the fibers without this showing up in the histological results. 9) One of the problems with the second-order features is the relatively small plaque region size and the corresponding low count in the GLCM. Specifically, in this study, the values of the pixels in the plaque regions for the 52 plaques in the lateral scan plane occupied a gray-level interval of length approximately 42 22. Thus, only a small region of about 40 40 cells in the GLCM contains information. As the approximate number of occurrences has been found to be 3500 (total mean count in the GLCM for the different step sizes and angles used), each cell in the 40 40 region will contain, on average, approximately two occurrences. Another potential problem is that when the step size in the lateral direction is too large, the calculation is further degraded due to lateral variations in the attenuation of the intervening tissue layer. Eventually, it is possible that better performance could be obtained by selecting the parameters for the second-order features according to orientation and location (depth) of the plaque. In conclusion, the combined effect of the large number of uncontrolled factors that may influence the gray level of the plaque regions in clinical B-mode images, the corresponding large inter-patient variation and the uncertainty in the histological analysis, seem to explain the only moderate agreement between image features and plaque constituents.
V. CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown that plaque appearance (echogenicity and structure)-as revealed by the ultrasonographer during scanning-can be predicted from still ultrasound images with a reasonable degree of accuracy. This result is especially important in multi-center studies, where interobserver and intraobserver variations make comparisons difficult.
The attempt to predict relative plaque material volume from the still images showed statistically significant results, yet the results were associated with training and test errors comparable to the variation in material content from plaque to plaque. Ignoring possible inaccuracies in the histological analysis, this indicates that the present ultrasound imaging technology is clinically inapplicable for use in prediction of soft and calcified relative plaque volume in individual patients. The main reasons are likely to be related to both the limitations of B-mode ultrasound imaging (geometrical effects, diffraction, etc.) and to the method (too few scan planes, lack of access to raw ultrasound data, etc.). Future methods based on ultrasound imaging for prediction of plaque materials should try to improve on as many of these factors as possible.
APPENDIX FIRST-AND SECOND-ORDER FEATURES
In this Appendix, all summations runs from zero to , unless otherwise noted. The first-order features are tabulated in Table VIII ] so that truncation does not occur. The new histogram becomes . The second-order features [5] , [29] given in Table IX are based on the normalized co-occurrence matrix, , so that . The expressions in Table IX use 
The linear operation in (A1) on the original image gives the following value of the GLCM:
and these row and column sums: and
The mean and standard deviations becomes:
and Note that some of the equations presented in the last columns of Tables VIII and IX are still approximate, however, because the discretization involved with calculation of the histograms and the GLCM's introduces a small nonlinear effect.
